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Unsupervised Clustering of EO-1 ALI Panchromatic
Data Using Multilevel Local Pattern Histograms and
Latent Dirichlet Allocation Classification
Over the last years huge amounts of remotely sensed data have been
acquired. Among remote sensing satellites we can mention the EO-1
ALI mission, designed as a platform for testing and validation of new
technologies that will be incorporated in the forthcoming Landsat
LDCM satellite. In this paper we propose a method for unsupervised
clustering of the panchromatic band of EO-1 data using multilevel
local pattern histograms to capture local and spatial information by
recording the size and distribution of bright, dark and homogenous
area within a moving window. For classification task we propose the
use of Latent Dirichlet Allocation, a method that can discover complex
patterns in data, providing results with a high semantic meaning,
close to expectations of the human user.
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1. Introduction
Over the last decades huge advances were made in the field of remote
sensing. New satellite missions allow us to observe the Earth with an ever
increasing spectral and radiometric resolution, combined with better spatial
resolution. As aresult, huge quantities of data were gathered in the archives.
However, our ability to process this data has not improved, at thepresent moment
only 5% of the aquired data being procesed. Manual processing of data is
subjective to user errors, slow and and expensive in terms of human time and
effort. As such, new innovatory methods for remote sensing data analysis have to
be developed.
Developped as a testing platphorm for technologies that will be embedded on
the new Landsat LDCM mission, EO-1 ALI remote sensing platform features a set
of multispectral bands with 30m spatial resolution, matching the previous Landsat
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satellites and panchromatic band with a spatial resolution of 10m. Unlike its
predecessors, EO-1 ALI has a radiometric sensitivity of 16 bits, allowing the
observation of a wider dynamic range.
As ground truth information is difficult and expensive to acquire, it comes of a
great signifficance to develop methods for unsupervised classification of remotely
sensed data. However, the classes discovered by such unsupervised methods often
do not match the expectations of the human user, leading to a phenomenon
known as the ”semantic gap”, generated by the difficulty of mapping the low-level
features extracted from data to the high-level results that users expect.
Several tools designed originally for the semantic analysis of large text
archives have been adapted for classification of remotely sensed data. Among
these methods, the use of Latent Dirichlet Allocation provided good results on high
resolution panchromatic Quickbird data [1] as well on Rapid Eye and WorldView-2 color
scenes [2].

In this paper we propose a novel method for unsupervised analysis of EO-1
ALI panchromatic data by using the Multilevel Pattern Histogram texture descriptors and LDA classification, obtaining land cover maps with an increased semantic
meaning.
This paper is structured as follows: section 2 introduces short theoretical
presentation of the MLPH texture descriptor; section 3 describes the Latent
Dirichlet Allocation algorithm and its applications in analysis of other types of discrete data. Experiments on EO-1 ALI data are presented in section 4, while section
5 ends the paper with conclusions.
2. Multilevel Pattern Histogram
The Multilevel Pattern Histogram (MLPH) is a novel texture descriptor that
uses a sliding window method to capture the distribution of bright, dark and homogenous areas, at various threshold levels [3]. This way, for a given pixel MLPH
records information regarding both size and contrast levels of its surrounding area.
Such differences in size and contrast for different land cover and land use types
can be observed in fig.1.

a)
b)
c)
d)
Figure 1. Different land cover and land use types: a) urban areas;
b) agriculture; c) forests; d) water bodies
The basic element of the MLPH is the Local Pattern Histogram (LPH), which
captures information in the surrounding neighborhood at a given contrast level.
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LPH is computed in three simple steps: image quantization, matrix splitting and
histogram computation.
In the quantization stage the intensities I i of all the pixels within the window

I C of the center pixel. Considering a threshold t j ,
for a sliding window of size h the result of the quantization step is the matrix s ,
where each element si of this matrix is given by:
are compared with the intensity

∈

1
Ii > IC + t j

si =  0 I C − t j ≤ I i ≤ I C + t j ; i
−1
Ii < IC − t j


1,...,h 2 

(1)

∈

The quantized matrix is then split into three separate matrices that record the
position of positive, negative and zero values. The positive matrix PM records the
position and size of brighter patterns and is defined as:

si = 1
1
(2)
PM i = 
; i 1,...,h 2 
0
otherwise

The equal matrix EM records the size and position of homogenous areas and
is defined as:

∈

si = 0
1
EM i = 
; i
0 otherwise

1,...,h 2 

(3)

si = −1
1
NM i = 
; i
0 otherwise

∈

In a similar way the negative matrix NM records the size and position of
darker areas:

1,...,h 2 

(4)

A subhistogram recording size of homogenous groups is created from each of
these matrices. For a square sliding window of size h , the size of individual groups

h 2 . To avoid an unnecessary sparse representation, we use a
2
more compact representation, by selecting a number of bins K < h . Based on
2
empirical observations we divide the interval 1,..., h  into bins of different sizes,
can range from 1 to

the size of each bin being defined as:

vol ( k ) = B ⋅ vol ( k − 1) , k ∈ [ 2,..., K ]

where vol ( k ) is the size of the k-th bin and B is a hand-tuned parameter.
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(5)

The Local Pattern Histogram is then obtained by combining these three subhistograms.
For example, we consider a 9x9 window extracted from an EO-1 ALI panchromatic scene and a threshold level t j = 5 . Fig.2 shows the original values in this
window and the quantized matrix s .

b)
a)
Figure 2. a) Example of a 9x9 window extracted from an urban area;
b) The corresponding quantized matrix showing groups of homogenous pixels
Based on the quantized matrix we extract the three matrices PM , EM
and NM :

b)
c)
a)
Figure 3. Matrices obtained from splitting the matrix s.
a) the negative matrix NM ; b) the equal matrix EM ; c) the pozitive matrix PM
For building the subhistograms we choose a nonlinear bin allocation, with the
value for the first bin vol (1) = 4 and a growing factor B = 3 , resulting the
following bin edges:

{0, 4,12, 28, 60,81} . With the above

bin definition we start

building the subhistograms that record the size of individual groups:

c)
a)
b)
Figure 4. Subhistograms corresponding to groups in matrices from fig.3
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By concatenating the three subhistograms in fig.4 we obtain the LPH:

Figure 5. The LPH descriptor for an urban area,
computed for a threshold level t j = 5
In order to better differentiate between different ground cover and ground use
classes multiple threshold levels have to be considered. Considering a starting
threshold level t1 and a maximum threshold level tmax , a method of defining the
threshold levels

t j can be expressed as:
t j = T ⋅ t j −1 , j = [ 2,.., M ]

(6)

t M ≤ C < t M +1

(7)

subject to the constrain:
where C is the maximum contrast level.
The total size of MLPH is 3 ⋅ M ⋅ K , with values for M and K obtained based
on the three user-defined parameters: the growing factor for the histogram
bins B , the initial threshold value t1 and the growing factor for the threshold levels T .
3. Latent Dirichlet Allocation
Originally developed for analysis of large text collections, Latent Dirichlet Allocation [4] is a complete generative model that uses a three-level Bayesian hierarchical model to allow generation of an infinite number of samples according to a
given mixture of probability distributions. In this model each “document” is modeled as a collection of words belonging to a set of “topics”. Each topic is a multinomial probability distribution over the set of words, and the mixture of topics
within a document is modeled as a Dirichlet distribution.
In text modeling, given a vocabulary

V = {w1 ,..., wN } and k topics the gen-

erative process of LDA can be summarized as follows:
1. Choose a k-dimensional Dirichlet random variable θ = Dir (α )
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2. For each of the words
a. Choose a topic

w j , j ∈ {1,..., N }
zj

Multinomial (θ)

(

b. Generate the word w j from p w j | z j , β

)

Considering the above generation process, the likelihood of a document

W considering the LDA model can be expressed as:
 N

p (W | α, β) ∫ p ( θ | α )  ∏ ∑ p ( zn | θ ) p ( wn | zn , β ) d θ
 n =1 zn


(8)

For learning of a LDA model given a collection of data we need to find the
corpus-level parameters α and β that minimize the log-likelihood of the entire
collection.
Unfortunately the above equation is intractable, but an approximate solution
for inference can be found using methods such as variational expectation maximization or Gibbs Sampling.
The use of LDA is not limited only to text domain, but other type of discrete
data can be analyzed with LDA under the assumption of the ”bag-of-words” model,
in which only the presence and the word count having importance, the order of
words within a document being ignored.
In our application we make the following correspondence between text
domain and texture features extracted wih MLPH:
- the corpus is the image to be analized
- a document is the MLPH descriptor extracted for a given pixel in the scene.
- a word is a bin of the MLPH
By the proposed correspondence a word has the following semantic meaning
„a group of pixels that are in a certain relation with the center pixel according with
the threshold level t j and whose size falls into a bin interval controlled by the user
parameter B ”.
4. Experiments and results
The study area for this paper is a 1500 x 1000 pixels area extracted from a
EO-1 ALI panchromatic scene covering the city Titu and its surroundings areas.
Several ground cover and land use types were considered: urban areas (including
residential and industrial areas), agriculture, forests and water bodies (Fig.6).
Ground truth information required for testing the effectiveness of the proposed method was derived using the 2006 Corine Land Cover vector sets [5].
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Figure 5. The studied area. Several ground cover and land use
types can be observed.
Based on experimental work we found that the following parameters of MLPH
provide the best results: threshold levels

t ∈ {10,30,90, 270,810} corresponding

T = 3 and a bin configuration of the subhistograms with the following
bin edges {0, 4,12, 28, 60,81} , which corresponds to a factor B = 3 . As a result
to a factor

the MLPH has 75 bins, each bin corresponding to a word in the LDA model.
As a comparison we choose a method based on the use of Gabor filter banks
[6] followed by unsupervised k-means classification. Fig.6 shows the classification
results for a number of 5 classes. We can notice that the proposed method allows
a better separation of urban (blue) and non-urban (green and red) areas.

b)
a)
Figure 5. Classification results: a) the proposed method; b) Gabor filter
5. Conclusion
In this paper we have presented a novel method for semantic classification of
EO-1 ALI panchromatic data that uses semantic analysis tools from text domain
and texture features derived with Multilevel Pattern Histogram texture descriptor to
create maps delivering a higher user-level semantic meaning. We found that the
proposed method outperforms other texture-based methods such as those using
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Gabor filters, and, with proper parameter estimation, the proposed method is able
to take full advantage of the higher dynamic range of the new remote sensing
platforms such as EO-1 ALI.
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